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OBROUND TANKS UL80

Single Wall

AC275VHO

AC330VHO

OBROUND TANKS UL142

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

AC also offers UL80 tanks in an additional style of 275 and 

330 gallon tanks in single wall only,.  This economical tank 

has leg lugs for adding pipe legs. 

NOTE: Pipe legs not sold with tank.

Single Wall Double Wall 

AC275VLU AC275VLD

AC330VLU AC330VLD

BUILDING TANKS SINCE 1992Single Wall Double Wall 

AC275ELU AC275ELD

AC330ELU AC330ELD

Single Wall

AC275HHO

AC330HHO

VERTICAL TANKS

Vertical tanks are available in a variety of capacities for 

above ground storage. Channel legs are standard; reel 

plates available. 

Single Wall Double Wall

AC300VT AC300VTD

AC500VT AC500VTD

AC1KVT AC1KVTD

AC1.5KVT AC1.5KVTD

AC2KVT AC2KVTD

AC3KVT AC3KVTD

Atlantic Containment has two sizes and designs for your 

bulk oil requirements.  Our ELU (vertical) and VLU 

(horizontal) models are available in 275 and 330 gallon 

capacities.  Our double wall tanks are true double wall tank 

designs. 

CATWALK TANKS

With new construction or renovation of an existing quick 

lube, Catwalk Tanks can cut your budget as well as save 

you space.  A catwalk tank with grating is the same or less 

than a free-standing catwalk, thus cutting your equipment 

cost and utilizing valuable space.  Atlantic Containment has 

two standard models for we can custom build to your 

design. 

Single Wall

AC500CW

AC1KCW
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Atlantic Containment’s Bench Tanks were the first in the 

industry to have the 2” lip on the ends and the back as an 

extension of the tanks shell.  This design eliminates oil from 

seeping between the flat bars that are tack welded on the 

ends and back.  When regulations require double-wall 

tanks, Atlantic Containment is ready with an extensive line 

of standard models, or we can custom  design for you. 

Single Wall Double Wall

AC300SK AC300KD

AC500SK AC500KD

AC1KSK AC1KKD

AC1.5KSK AC1.5KKD

AC2KSK AC2KKD

AC3KSK AC3KKD

DIKE TANKS

HORIZONTAL SUPPORTEDLUBE TANKS

With Rain Shield

AC300DR

AC500DR

AC1KDR

AC1.5KDR

AC2KDR

BENCH TANKS

Atlantic Containment builds UL80 and  

UL142 approved and labeled tanks.  

Atlantic Containment’s Lube Tanks are designed and 

engineered to meet or exceed the requirements for bulk oil 

storage.  We manufacture an extensive list of “wall 

huggers” to meet the space restraints that the lube industry 

has to conform to.  When double-wall tanks are required 

AC has a complete line of industry standard sizes to 
choose from. We will also build to your specifications.  

Single Wall Double Wall

AC115SW AC115DW

AC180SW AC180DW

AC250SW AC250DW

AC300SW AC300DW

AC350SW AC350DW

AC500SW AC500DW

Single Wall Double Wall

AC300HS AC300DHS

AC500HS AC500DHS

AC1KHS48 AC1KDHS48

AC1KHS64 AC1KDHS64

AC1.5KHS AC1.5KDHS

AC2KHS AC2KDHS

AC3KHS AC3KDHS

SKID TANKS

Single Wall

TR36R

TR50R

TR100R

Atlantic Containment’s Supported Tanks are engineered 

to meet the requirements of the bulk oil and fuel 

industries through 3,000 gallons.  

Atlantic Containment offers single-wall and double-wall 

Skid Tanks.  These tanks are used primarily in the 
agricultural and construction industries; through 3,000 gal.

We can also custom make tanks to fit your                
business specifications. 

Atlantic Containment has Dike Tanks for your requirements.  

We offer many models to choose from, all built in 

accordance with UL142; capacities through 3,000 gallons.

See below for our variety of tanks. 

Single Wall Double Wall

AC120SL AC120DL

AC180SL AC180DL

AC280SL AC280SL

AC500SL AC500DL

AC650SL AC650DL

AC750SL AC750DL

AC1KSL AC1KDL

AC1.5SL AC1.5DL

AC2KSL AC2KDL

TRANSFER TANKS

Transfer Tanks, also known as Truck tanks, are made for 

temporary storage of combustible liquids and are offered in 

three different sizes.  They are available in white or black 

enamel finish.  Transfer tanks are NOT  DOT or UL 

approved.  


